
ANIL
MANTIQUEIRA

Brazil

This blend showcases the unique characteristics of the coffee from Dom Viçoso.



Dom Viçoso in a small municipality in Minas Gerais

that developed a reputation for growing Anil. 

 Known as the King of Dyes for its enchanting

colour it was commonly used in the textile industry.

A relative of the pea family, its growth from 1760’s

was huge, but less than two generations later it had

been superseded by the rise of chemical colours. 

This lead to the rise of coffee farming in the area,

but much less so than other areas. This blend was

created to showcase the unique characteristics that

this lead to, and some of the farms were actually

one farm before, having been split amongst family

members through the generations.  

ANIL MANITQUEIRA

Brazil

CocariveExporter

Minas GeraisState

Located amongst the Circuito das Aguas, the area is

famous for many mineral springs, and the high quality

of the water. Often these springs have differing

mineral contents from each other. 

Cocarive are based nearby in Carmo De Minas, and

represent a lot of the top speciality farms that the

area sustains. In recognition of this, the area has been

given denomination of origin status, and is often in

the top half of Cup Of Excellence scores for both

early and late harvests.  

Yellow Catuai, Yellow Bourbon, Red CatucaiVarietals

NaturalProcesses

May - SeptemberHarvest

1000 – 1600 masl Altitude

Marcio, Hugo, Alvaro, and Baba at Rancho Sao Benedito

https://drwakefield.com/coffees/varietals/red-catuai/


This family farm has just been handed down to the

next generation in the guise of Emilia Ferraz Cruz.

Her Father, Fernando Cruz Neto was the previous

owner and also the regions agronomist, a role he

performed for over 50 years. Planting and plant

health, as you would expect, is good. Most of the

farm is planted with Icatu, but this blend has Yellow

Catuai. 

With high altitudes and no risk of morning fog, patio

drying is preferred method, as temperature

fluctuation is much less than with raised beds.

BOA VISTA DO ANIL

Contributing to Anil Mantiqueira 

Bricks or concrete hold the heat longer and help

reduce the time needed for the cherries to dry. 

Drying is finished in a Maquina D’Andrea vertical drier

- a traditional Brazilian system where the beans falling

through a ladder system and are recycled to the top

as hot air blows up and through -before being dry

milled and stored in wooden sided silos to rest.  

Boa Vista Do Anil Maquina D’Andrea tower

Boa Vista Do AnilFarm

Emilia Ferraz Cruz Producer

50 hectares as coffeeSize

Icatu, Yellow Bourbon, Yellow & Red Catuai, Catucai, Mundo NovoVarietals

NaturalProcesses

May- AugustHarvest

1200 - 1480 maslAltitude



Forming part of what was previously the same farm

as Boa Vista Do Anil, Rancho Sao Benedito provide

coffee for both Fairtrade offerings and non-certified

coffees too. Coffee was first planted by Mariana de

Carvalho Junqueira in 1954 switching the farm from

bananas, cacao and horse, though they still raise

some, the famous Brazilian Mangalarga Marchador,

national horse of Brazil. They also have a small area

for olive trees, something that is growing in the area.  

Numbering over 400.00 trees on the farm, they plant

new trees along contour lines of the hills to aid in

the prevention of soil erosion. 

RANCHO SAO BENEDITO 

Contributing to Anil Mantiqueira 

Quality issues are still overseen by Mariana, and

with good reason; the farm has won CoE awards

many times, as well as many other alternative award

programs.  

Mixing both patio and vertical drying with raised

beds, the latter are located at eh top of a hill to get

the most sunlight, just around the corner from a

paragliding launching spot, looking out across a

huge valley. The dry mill and patio are located near

the house, lower down the slopes and close to the

town of Dom Viçoso itself.  

Rancho Sao Benedito 

Rancho Sao Benedito Farm

Marcio de Carvalho Junqueira Producer

112 HectaresSize

Arara, Yellow Catucai, Red Catucai ++ Varietals

Natural, PulpedProcesses

May- SeptemberHarvest

1200+ maslAltitude


